My interest and education in early child development,
a desire for our children to have a more creative educational
environment and spiritual concerns for our children in public
schools, led us to choose to homeschool our five bright kids.
I incorporated my passions for organic gardening, hiking,
biking, nature-exploration, imaginative play, sewing, art,
cooking and baking into our children’s daily educational
routine. Mornings were devoted to book work, while
afternoons were spent gardening; in the woods; or helping
Dad design, build, install and market playgrounds.

Dennis and I had both been passionate about the health of
the environment even before we first met at Game, Fish &
Parks in Denver, Colorado. In 1971, shortly after graduating
from Rutgers University as a Landscape Architect and fresh
out of the Peace Corps, Dennis’ love for parks and public lands
brought him to Colorado looking for work. His willingness
to work at any pay rate and his design portfolio, prompted
the Director to create a position for him on the spot. He
immediately began the master plan for Lathrop State Park,
laid out miles and miles of hiking trails and developed the
Colorado Park Sign Manual. Meanwhile, I was on a mission to “save
the environment” and landed a job working in the Environmental
Resources department at the same government agency. Two years
later, fifty of our friends and family hiked one of those trails for
two miles to join us in a gorgeous mountain meadow at 10,000 feet
where we were married.
Several years later, with two small babies, we had a growing
desire to see our family grow up in a natural, rural environment
where I could live out my obsession for growing pure, organic,
whole foods. In 1978 with everything we could cram into an old
Dennis & Rebecca Beach’s wedding, 1972
truck, we migrated the family from zero-population growth Boulder,
Golden Gate State Park, CO
Colorado to the rolling hills and creeks of Woodstock, Kentucky. Dennis
provided for our growing family by doing remodeling, construction and basically anything he could to keep us
fed; Landscape Architect jobs were not available in rural Kentucky. In 1981 when a local PTA requested he build
a playground, he undertook the project with characteristic energy and innovation, and thus, Play Mart was
born. Dennis’ life-long passions for creative-engineering, construction, energy efficiency, good design and the
natural environment are the foundation for what Play Mart has become today.

Over thirty years later, several Beach family members
continue to manage the operations of the company and
direct the mission, vision and heart of this family-owned
and operated company. My desire to instill a love of
nature in children while stimulating physical and mental
development guided the formation of Play Mart’s mission
to provide children the opportunity of experiencing a safe,
environmentally friendly and creative place in which to play
and grow.
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Focused on this generation, and the next, we engineer our playground products to be:

1). ENVIRONMENTALLY LOW-IMPACT:

EcoColorTM Plastic - Recycled in Many Color Choices.

EcoColorTM Plastic:

Recycled post-consumer / post-industrial HDPE sheet plastic is used for all color and graphic panels;
Castle, Islander, and Village Roofs; Safety Handle Panels and Safety Hoods; Rock Walls; etc. Play Mart
is one of very few playground manufacturers using recycled Polyethylene sheet plastic.

We turn milk jugs into playgrounds!

2). SAFE:

All Play Mart products are made from recycled materials
diverting millions of milk jugs from landfills annually. 80-90% of
an entire play structure is made of recycled materials.

Materials

Materials

Recovering yesterday’s plastics for today’s play™

SureStep™ Decks:

Our proprietary slip-resistant ridged RSPTM deck board is used for all walking surfaces to
greatly increase friction and reduce falls so children can walk and run confidently on our
products. This safety feature is unmatched in the playground manufacturing industry.

Toxin Free:

RSP™ (Recycled Structural Plastic™):

All products are 100% Arsenate/Arsenic, BPA, Phthalate and “soft” PVC free.

Play Mart produces our proprietary plastic lumber, RSP™, from recycled post consumer /
post industrial HDPE plastic using our in-house extrusion line. Our proprietary formula has
recently been improved to increase strength and durability. Stainless Steel is used where
needed for structural reinforcement. RSP™ is used for decks, posts, railings, steppers
and other structural parts. Sourcing only pure, clean, HDPE (High Density Polyethylene)
materials to create our lumber is the best way to guarantee our high quality products.
Available in Brown or Tan. See inside back cover for playset color schemes.

SureGrip™ Metal Finish Coating:

We powder-coat our climbers and sliders with a uniquely strong and textured surface to
increase friction and reduce falls. This slip-resistant powder coat is another unmatched
feature in the playground industry.

3). ENDURING:

DOES NOT FADE

On many metal playgrounds, beautiful reds turn into pink, and yellows
fade to a milky tan color - not the result you want when investing
thousands of dollars in a playground. Play Mart’s RSPTM is highly UV and
fade resistant. Our colors remain “factory fresh” for many years! Play
Mart’s systems built with RSPTM are designed to look beautiful after
decades of service.

DOES NOT RUST

Rust on metal playgrounds is all too common, even
those coated with plastic or PVC. Rust can injure
children and shortens the life of the play system.
When you buy Play Mart equipment made with RSPTM,
you don't have to worry! RSPTM is designed to handle
the toughest elements that nature can dish out - with
no rust! RSPTM is weather resistant - non-porous
mechanical properties remain static even when in
continuous contact with water, sea air, salt and sand.

Metal Components:

Sourcing only steel tubing with a triple protective
zinc flow coat surface and high thermoset
electromagnetically applied powder coating provides
five to six times greater corrosion resistance than
painting over uncoated steel. Steel pipe is used for all
metal climbers, overhead climbers, ladders, and railings.

RSPTM - Milk Jugs Recycled into Lumber.

NON-TOXIC,
DOES NOT PEEL

Other playgrounds decks are often coated
with PVC, which tends to peel. RSPTM is solid
material and so it will not de-laminate (coating peel apart) creating rust and trip hazards.
RSPTM does not contain PVC; it is non-toxic and
will not leach or bleed arsenic, heavy metals or
chemicals into water or soil.

Smooth Stainless Steel Welds:
Stainless Steel Welds and
SureGripTM powder coated pipe.

GRAFFITI RESISTANT

Any parent or park director will tell you that graffiti is an all too common problem for most playgrounds. Stickers, etching
into metal posts, markers and spray paint all detract from the kid-friendly play environment. Play Mart’s RSPTM makes graffiti
removal very easy! Marker and spray paint will come off with a cloth and light cleaning solution and stickers don’t stick to
RSPTM. Small scratches “self-heal” into the material, and larger ones can be smoothed easily while keeping color integrity.

DOES NOT ROT OR SPLINTER

4

Although gaining in popularity, wood is not a
preferred building material for playground use. Wood
is susceptible to insect damage, rot, splintering, and
requires a great deal of maintenance. Over the life
cycle of a playground, a Play Mart RSPTM playset will
far exceed the value of a wood playset. RSPTM is flame,
rot and fungus resistant, and is immune to termites,
insects and borers. Steel Posts can split when post caps
rust, leak, fill with water and freeze. RSPTM is solid and water impermeable.

Hot-Dipped Uniform
Zinc Galvanizing
Conversion Coating

Clear Coating

Welds are especially vulnerable to rusting due to paint
chipping off and revealing raw steel beneath. However, we use only
Stainless Steel welding wire, and require our welders to create super-smooth welds,
preventing jagged edges susceptible to chipping. This unmatched feature protects
children from cuts, while preventing rust! Stainless Steel welds and plates have a 60%
minimum recycled content.

Stainless Steel:
All Hardware is Stainless Steel.

DOES NOT CHIP OR FLAKE

Play Mart is committed to building playgrounds
that wear well with use. Our RSPTM has a consistent
color throughout the entire post or board, which
gives it the ability to conceal scuffs and scratches.
Painted metal posts quickly accumulate these
imperfections, which result in major paint issues
that require repair or replacement. RSPTM does not
have an outer layer that can flake off or get chipped
away and never needs painting or treating.

Cold-Formed Steel Providing High Yield/Tensile
Strength with Interior Corrosion Resistant Coating

Rust-proof Stainless Steel hardware and attachment plates are standard on all Play Mart
equipment - features unmatched in the playground industry. We even offer a complete
Stainless Steel upgrade for all metal on the entire structure - the solution for coastal
environments where salt-spray disintegrates galvanized steel and corrodes aluminum
very quickly.

Roto-Molded Plastic:

Due to characteristics of roto-molding, only UV Stabilized virgin plastics (LDPE) may be
used to manufacture structurally-sound Slides, Tunnels, Roto-molded Climbers, Panels and
Roofs (e.g. Mountain Climber, Spinning Panels parts, Casa Grande Roof).
800-43-PLAYS
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Sustainability

Design

Conscientious Recycling:

We are very picky about our material inputs, rejecting all commingled
plastics, organic contaminants, or other foreign matter. Making plastic
lumber from commingled (mixed) plastic waste is cheap and less
complicated. However, doing so compromises the integrity of the lumber.
Each shipment of plastic “feedstock” is inspected and rejected if it is not
consistent, clean HDPE material for recycling into lumber.
Milk jugs shredded before extrusion.

Internal Recycling:
HDPE Scrap
regrind

Almost all of our manufacturing waste and more than 75% of our operations’ waste is recycled.
Scraps that we generate (such as saw shavings on the plant floor, packaging film, cardboard or
metal scraps) are either reground for plastic lumber or sorted for recycling elsewhere. We source
recycled office supplies and environmentally-friendly cleaning products as much as possible.

Green Building Standards:

Environmentally conscious building standards have become the norm, and Play Mart’s playground equipment can contribute
towards overall points in many of these rating systems. Contact your Play Mart Sales Representative for more information.

Woman Owned Small Business

GSA Contract:
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Matthew Evans, FASLA, Senior Landscape Architect and Horticulturist, United States Capitol, Washington, D.C.
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“It is blatantly obvious that you have put a lot of careful thought into
developing your engaging products for children.”
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As one of the few playground companies in America that is co-owned and operated by a Registered Landscape Architect,
we can guarantee our designs meet the latest safety standards as well as being creative masterpieces. Dennis Beach, coowner of Play Mart and registered Landscape Architect, is integrally involved with and oversees all product development.

Play Mart's product designs in this catalog are easily available on SketchUp’s 3D
Warehouse. Just search for "Play Mart" in the warehouse at:
3dwarehouse.sketchup.com. Download product models and add them to your site plan. Click our website link in the 3D
Warehouse for more information on each product. Visualize products on your site by geo-locating the model and viewing
it in your exact location on Google Earth.
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Landscape Architect Owner/Designer

SketchUp:

PU N

Play Mart is a woman-owned small business in rural Somerset, Kentucky. Rebecca Beach is the majority stockholder, co-owning Play Mart with her husband Dennis. Play Mart has provided local jobs for 35 years at the
Kentucky manufacturing plant, shipping environmentally low-impact playground products nationally and
internationally. Our products are 100% manufactured in the USA and all raw materials sourced in the USA.
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Play Mart offers all products at a significant discount to US Government agencies
through our GSA Contract GS-07F-0206L. Find our products at
www.gsaadvantage.gov, www.playmart.com or contact us at sales@playmart.com.
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IPEMA Testing:

In the interest of playground safety, the International Play Equipment Manufacturers Association
(IPEMA) provides a Third Party Certification Service whereby a designated independent laboratory,
TÜV SÜD America Inc., (TÜV), validates an equipment manufacturer’s certification of conformance
to ASTM F1487, Standard Consumer Safety Performance Specification for Playground Equipment
for Public Use, except sections 7.1.1, 10 and 12.6.1; to CAN/CSA Z614, Children’s Playspaces and
Equipment, except clauses 9.8, 10 & 11; or both. Play Mart has products validated for conformance
to ASTM F1487, Standard Consumer Safety Performance Specification for Playground Equipment
for Public Use by IPEMA’s Third Party Certification Service. Visit www.ipema.org to verify product
certification on our playground equipment.

Design Compliance:

Play Mart designs all products according to ASTM F1487 standards, CAN/
CSA Z614 standards, CPSC Guidelines, and ADA Accessibility Guidelines.

Play Mart received an “Exceptional” rating for our 2015 GSA Report Card.
Contract: GS-07F-0206L

GSA Awarded Play Mart their coveted GSA Evergreen Award recently:

“These companies have done an outstanding job of making environmentally friendly options available to our federal customers
and are committed to helping us reduce waste and save taxpayer dollars. We are honored to partner with companies that help
us to green the government’s supply chain while creating a more sustainable environment and building a greener future.”

6

- GSA Regional Administrator David H. Ehrenwerth.
For more information, visit playmart.com

Standing Behind our Products:

We have been manufacturing playgrounds for 35 years, and know from experience that sometimes not everything we build
works “just right”. But, we always stand behind our products and services until our customers’ needs are met and our products
meet our high quality standards.
800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Request a free catalog!

Trike Storage
Shed

Nature of Early
Play
Play-Fit

TM

Nature of Early Play

Play Mart’s literally ground-breaking Nature of Early Play™ product line provides
young children with the opportunity to have authentic experiences with nature
- water, sand, dirt, rocks, birds, seedlings – as well as music. Even an infant
can experience the outdoors in a protective environment and experience
aspects of the natural world. Musical play-components, gardening beds,
nature bowls, and vine-covered arch hideaways represent products that are
developmentally and anatomically designed for the young child and meet
ASTM/ CPSC guidelines.

Storage
Shed

Story
House

Trike Path

Trike Arch Bridge

Galapagos

Garden Center
Really Green House
Garden Roof House
Stable Tables

Modular Play

Cast Away Mini SystemTM
Ergo-EcoBench

Art Center

Quadra Paint Panel
Craft Table
Mushroom Pod

Music Center

Chime Panel
The Swirl
Tuned Drum Ensemble
with Stand
Imbarimba

Garden Center

Clean-Up Stations
Raised Garden Beds
Farmer’s Markets
Preschool Picnic Tables

Water Play

Pumphouse
Spout & Splash

8
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Renders by Daniel Tal, RLA
www.ambit-3d.com

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS

Search for "Play Mart" in SketchUp’s 3D Warehouse to insert
any of the products in this catalog into your site plan.
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Mini
Systems
INTRO

TM
TM

Mini Systems
Systems

Choose components to
customize your playset!

See Pages 50-63

Mini Play Systems

Kilimanjaro

TM

Play Mart’s premier compact playground line.

Mini playgrounds are ideal for compact spaces and compact budgets,
providing high play value (most cost effective per play activity) and maximum space
efficiency. Mini decks are 24” x 31” (with a 6 ft maximum height) and posts are 4”x4”.
If you’re looking for the most “bang-for-your-buck”, go Mini!

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 58-70
safety zone: 58’ x 47’

milk jugs recycled:

44,328

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset
design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.
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For more information, visit playmart.com

Greenway Village Park Drive
Cinco Ranch, Katy, Texas

800-43-PLAYS
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TM
TM

Mini Systems

TM
TM

Mini Systems
Systems

US Coast Guard TISCOM
Alexandria, VA

Marconi

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 40-60
safety zone: 50’ x 33’

milk jugs recycled:

Crawler

25,686

South Lake Village Drive
Cinco Ranch, Katy, TX

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 72-108
safety zone: 49’ x 41’

milk jugs recycled:

32,343

12

Components and playsets are updated periodically.
Final playset design may differ from photos,
renderings or top views shown.

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Caribbean
Hideaway

Topsailor

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 52-78
safety zone: 47’ x 33’

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 68-102
safety zone: 53’ x 41’

milk jugs recycled:

33,114

milk jugs recycled:

37,570
Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset
design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.
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For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Piper

age group: 2-12

Tree Hugger

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 70-105
safety zone: 37’ x 33’

age group: 2-12

milk jugs recycled:

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 72-108
safety zone: 37’ x 26’

44,445

milk jugs recycled:

29,952

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset
design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.
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For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Shown in “Balloon”
color scheme.

Country Club of Paducah
Paducah, KY

Scottsdale Links
Scottsdale, AZ

Stoneybrooke

Paducah

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 42-63
safety zone: 35’ x 35’

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 42-63
safety zone: 37’ x 34’

milk jugs recycled:

milk jugs recycled:

18,228

21,420

18

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Brookside HOA Nature Playground
Warrenton, VA

Jewish Alliance of Greater Rhode Island
Providence, RI

Nicole

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 36-57
safety zone: 36’ x 27’

milk jugs recycled:

17,871

Warren

The standard design includes the ground-level Chime Panel shown
on the top view.

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 28-42
safety zone: 29’ x 38’

milk jugs recycled:

13,854

20

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Choose components to
customize your playset!

Jackson Playground
Gardner, MA

See Pages 50-63

Wonky Treehouse

Jackson

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 22-33
safety zone: 29’ x 24’

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 18-27
safety zone: 25’ x 21’

milk jugs recycled:

12,252

milk jugs recycled:

9,693

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset
design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.
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For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Spring Creek Baptist Church
Cullen, VA

Shown in “Sea” color
scheme.

Somerset Joplin

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 51-60
safety zone: 39’ x 32’

Stellar

milk jugs recycled:

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 28-42
safety zone: 34’ x 33’

16,827

milk jugs recycled:

14,208

24

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

TM

Bar Harbor

Mini Systems

Mini Systems

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset
design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.

Also available without
Thatch on Roofs.

Boston

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 34-51
safety zone: 34’ x 26’

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 32-48
safety zone: 28’ x 28’

milk jugs recycled:

13,992

milk jugs recycled:

13,281

Name

age group: 0-0
accommodates: 0
safety zone: 0 x 0

milk jugs recycled:

0

26

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 32-48
safety zone: 28’ x 18’

milk jugs recycled:

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Alcove
10,668

CEFS Head Start Pana, IL

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset
design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.

Doral Terrace Apartments
Forestville, MD

Choose components to
customize your playset!

Honolulu

See Pages 50-63

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 33-39
safety zone: 30’ x 26’

milk jugs recycled:

13,467

28

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

TM

Cape

Mini Systems

Mini Systems

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Housing
Aberdeen, MD

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 18-27
safety zone: 26’ x 26’

milk jugs recycled:

10,491

Also available without
Thatch on Roofs.

Beach Boat

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 36-54
safety zone: 32’ x 18’

milk jugs recycled:

9,705

30

For more information, visit playmart.com
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TM

Mini Systems

TM

Mini Systems

Naval Construction Battalion Center
Child Development Center
Gulfport, MS

Fiji

Add freestanding ground level components to increase types of ADA Components in site.

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 18-27
safety zone: 27’ x 24’

milk jugs recycled:

9,387

THATCHED

THATCHED

Seabee

Also available without
Thatch on Roofs.

age group: 2-5
accommodates: 22-33
safety zone: 29’ x 22’

milk jugs recycled:

10,020

32

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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Play Mart’s full-size playground line.

Mega playgrounds are ideal for providing lots of play space and
accommodate the highest slides, climbers and decks. Mega decks are 48” x
36” (with a 10 ft maximum height) and posts are 6” x 6”. If you’re looking for a
challenging, spacious play area, go Mega!

TM

Aberdeen Proving Ground
Aberdeen, MD

TM

MEGA Systems

TM

MEGA Systems

MEGA Play Systems

King Arthur’s Kourt
age group: 5-12
accommodates: 135-180
safety zone: 63’ X 50’

milk jugs recycled:

96,747

Components and playsets are updated periodically.
Final playset design may differ from photos,
renderings or top views shown.

Pinnacle

age group: 5-12
accommodates: Your Community
safety zone: 83’ x 66’

milk jugs recycled:

194,316

Accessible Play: Low-rise ramps provide
uninhibited access to play components for
children of all abilities.

34

Renders by Daniel Tal, RLA
www.ambit-3d.com
For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS

Search for "Play Mart" in SketchUp’s 3D Warehouse to insert
any of the products in this catalog into your site plan.
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MEGA Systems

TM

TM

MEGA Systems

Choose components to
customize your playset!

See Pages 50-63

Raleigh

Stonebridge Subdivision
Cary, NC

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 132-176
safety zone: 77’ x 68’

milk jugs recycled:

81,018

36

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS

Components and playsets are updated periodically. Final playset design may differ from photos, renderings or top views shown.
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TM

TM

MEGA Systems

MEGA Systems

Alpine Woods

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 87-116
safety zone: 49’ x 42’

milk jugs recycled:

43,929

Cassiopeia

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 84-109
safety zone: 53’ x 52’

milk jugs recycled:

48,667

38

For more information, visit playmart.com
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age group: 5-12
accommodates: 69-92
safety zone: 41’ x 32’

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 72-96
safety zone: 51’ x 47’

milk jugs recycled:

milk jugs recycled:

34,767

29,500

TM

MEGA Systems

TM

MEGA Systems

Saanich Fire Truck

Summit

Saanich Fire Hall
Central Saanich, British Columbia, Canada

Powell River School
Powell River, British Columbia, Canada

Shown in “Sea” color
scheme.

40

Components and playsets are updated periodically.
Final playset design may differ from photos,
renderings or top views shown.

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

TM

MEGA Systems

MEGA Systems
Jackson Playground
Gardner, MA

Lake Benson Park
Garner, NC

Brooke

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 66-88
safety zone: 57’ x 36’

milk jugs recycled:

40,017

Benson

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 66-88
safety zone: 47’ x 39’

milk jugs recycled:

31,509

42

For more information, visit playmart.com
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TM

TM

MEGA Systems

MEGA Systems

Shown in “Bay” color
scheme.

NASA / Navy Housing
Wallops Island, VA

Aspen

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 45-60
safety zone: 44’ x 42’

Oxford

milk jugs recycled:

30,837

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 72-96
safety zone: 47’ x 30’

milk jugs recycled:

36,657

44

For more information, visit playmart.com
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TM
TM

TM

MEGASystems
Systems
MEGA

MEGA Systems

Pleasant Hills HOA
Peoria, AZ
Components and playsets are updated periodically.
Final playset design may differ from photos,
renderings or top views shown.

York

Arizona

age group: 2-12

age group: 2-12

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 30-40
safety zone: 32’ x 25’

accommodates: 54-72
safety zone: 46’ x 30’

milk jugs recycled:

milk jugs recycled:

15,591

23,900

46

For more information, visit playmart.com
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TM

TM

MEGA Systems

MEGA Systems

Naval Construction Battalion Center
Child Development Center
Gulfport, MS

Laramie

Jordan

age group: 2-12

age group: 5-12
accommodates: 30-40
safety zone: 33’ x 22’

(or lower rail heights for 2-5)

accommodates: 18-24
safety zone: 25’ x 18’

milk jugs recycled:

milk jugs recycled:

13,890

10,269

Choose components to
customize your playset!

See Pages 50-63

48

For more information, visit playmart.com
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| Components

Rocks for the Rock Walls available in Red, Yellow, Blue or Green only.

Also available
as space-saving
Vertical Rock
Wall

Double Loop

Lazy Loop

Long Lazy Loop

MEGA: 36”-88” Decks
Mini: 36”-72” Decks

24”-60” Decks

24”-48” Decks

Double Rock Wall
32”-48” Decks

Rock Wall
MEGA: 32”-88” Decks
Mini: 32”-72” Decks

Tot Rock Wall

CLIMBERS

| Components
CLIMBERS

All components on this spread:
• Available to fit MEGA or Mini.
• Available freestanding or attached to playset.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

Low-rise for 0-2 years

Also available
as space-saving
Vertical Bear Paw
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Spiral Loop

Tree

Double Pipe Slider

MEGA: 36”-88” Decks
Mini: 36”-72” Decks

MEGA: 36”-88” Decks
Mini: 36”-72” Decks

48”-72” Decks
Pipes - Tan or Yellow only.

Fireman’s Pole

Vortex

Bouldering Panel

36”-72” Decks
Pole - Tan or Yellow only.

48”-72” Decks

Fits between decks at ground level
For more information, visit playmart.com

Yosemite
36”-60” Decks

Chain Net

MEGA: 40”-80” Decks, Mini: 40”-72” Decks
Chain: Yellow only. Attachment Plate: Any
Standard Metal Color
800-43-PLAYS

Bear Paw

Tot Ramp

MEGA: 32”-88” Decks
Mini: 32”-72” Decks

Low-rise for 0-2 years

Chain Link

Deep Rung Arch

48”-56” Decks

MEGA: 36”-88” Decks
Mini: 36”-72” Decks
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| Components
Arch

Triple Stepper

40”-56” Decks
Freestanding or attached to playset

30”-40” Decks. Picket Rails, Solid Color
Panels (shown) or Plank Rails available.

Mountain
40”-56” Decks
Freestanding or attached to playset

Also available
as space-saving
Vertical Pipe Step
Ladder

Quadra Stepper

Flat Step Ladder

Pipe Step Ladder

36”-48” Decks. Picket Rails, Solid Color
Panels or Plank Rails (shown).

36”- 72” Decks

36”- 72” Decks

LADDERS/TUNNELS

CLIMBERS
CLIMBERS || Components
Components

All components on this spread:
• Available to fit MEGA or Mini.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

Dog Leap
Dog Ramp

Turn Tunnel

Available with or without Peek-A-Boo
holes; freestanding or attached to
playset.

Dog Jump

Dog Park

Our play equipment works for dog playtime too!

Ergo-EcoBench
with Roof
Dog Pods
Dog Ramp

Ergo-EcoBench
with Roof

Dog Leap

Turn Tunnel
Dog Jump
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Straight Tunnel

Available with or without Peek-A-Boo
holes; freestanding or attached to
playset.

Incline Tunnel

S-Curve Tunnel

16” incline. Available with or without Peek-A-Boo holes.

Up to 24” incline. Available with or without Peek-A-Boo holes.

Balance Beam
Deck Platform
For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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Grand Castle

Taller peak. Covers 1
MEGA deck. Mega only.

Whale

Elephants

Giraffes

Dove

Snake

Bird

Castle

Half Village

Available with engraved graphics, cut
out graphics or thatch.
Covers half of 1 deck.

Covers 1 deck.

Village

Custom Graphics

Available with engraved graphics, cut
out graphics or thatch. Covers 1 deck.

Customize Panels, Roofs or Bridge Panels
by adding your site’s logo or graphics.

Dolphin Seahorse Fish

Frog

Rabbit

Bear

Anchor

Lions

Camel

Monkey

Gecko

Wolf

Moose

| Components

All components on this page:
• Available freestanding, ground level attached to playset or
on playset
• MEGA or Mini, unless otherwise specified.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

PANELS

| Components
ROOFS

All components on this page: MEGA or Mini, unless otherwise specified.

Standard Graphics

Customize Panels, Roofs or Bridge Panels by
adding Standard Graphics.

Marconi Roof
Thatch Islander Roof

Galaxy Roof

Islander

Solid Roof. Also available with engraved graphics (e.g. Marconi Roof), cut out
graphics (e.g. Galaxy Roof) or Thatch. Covers 2 decks.

Spanish Tile
Covers 1 MEGA deck or 4 Mini decks.
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Gable

Covers 1 MEGA deck.

Airplane Canopy
Covers 2 decks.

Goofy Airplane

Whimsical “goofy” airplane takes off!

Casa Grande
Covers 1 MEGA deck or 4 Mini decks.
For more information, visit playmart.com

Air Traffic

Learn the International Civil Aviation
Organization Alphabet.
800-43-PLAYS

Paper Airplane

Learn to fold a paper airplane in 8 easy
steps.

Flight Path

Land actual moving airplanes safely on
the runway!

Airplane Parts

Learn the parts of an airplane.

Star Graphics

Stars & Stripes and Circle-Star
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| Components

Linguistics Panels

Combines the 3 panels below (Mega size), with a customized
header panel. Available in English, Spanish, Cherokee or
language of your choice.

Propeller Cockpit

Airplane Gauges Dashboard

Pilots land safely peering through
heavy-duty Poly-Carbonate window.
Moving gauges and 2 steering wheels.

Propeller

Curved Cockpit with wheel inside to
spin propeller attached to clear plastic
(Heavy-duty Poly-Carbonate).

Turn a wheel to spin a propeller safely
sandwiched in clear window panes
(Heavy-duty Poly-Carbonate).

Gauges

Rocket

Navigate safely by monitoring moving
gauges

Ground-level or Safety Panel for
Climbers

PANELS

Choose components to
customize your playset!

PANELS

| Components

All components on this spread:
• Available freestanding, ground level attached to playset or on playset
• MEGA or Mini, unless otherwise specified.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

Weather

Weather lessons with rain, clouds,
sunshine, snow and tornado symbols.

Colors

Match the color knob to the correct
color symbol on cut-out track.

Plank Rail

Add a “treehouse” look with funky
wood planks (made from Recycled
Plastic!)

Clock Numbers

Spin the arrow to the correct time
to teach numbers on a clock.

Paint Panel

Two-sided, clear, paintable surface with
Paint Trays on both sides. Ground level
only. 3’, 4’ and 6’ wide also available.

Magnetic Chalkboard

Two-sided, magnetic outdoor chalkboard. Chalk Trays on both sides. 4’
wide also available (ground-level only).

Tic Tac Toe

Also available as
Spelling Panel

Captain’s Wheel

Navigate the seas with our
oversize ship’s wheel.

Mirror
Driving

Daytona

Available without driving wheel
as Color Panel.
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The full “Daytona” racetrack
experience with moveable gauges.

Truck

Curved Driving

Available with 1 or 2 Driving
Wheels

For more information, visit playmart.com

Window
800-43-PLAYS

Concentration

Match traffic signs by
turning spinners.

Dino
Match 3 in a row to win!
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| Components
Chapel

Palm Tree

Digit Dialer

Sign Language

Learn to communicate with the sign
language alphabet (ASL).

Chime

PANELS

Choose components to
customize your playset!

PANELS

| Components

All components on this spread:
• MEGA or Mini, unless otherwise specified.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

Be musical! Our expertly tuned
chimes play a pentatonic scale.

Pipe Rail

Bubble

Crawl Thru

Available at ground level or
low-level decks.

Peek-A-Boo

Big Dipper

See stars! Constellation, Orion
and Lunar Panels also available.

Recycled Content

Solar Burst

Also available with a mirror insert in
the solar graphic.

Castle Rail

Sign Text: “This playground is made
from thousands of recycled milk jugs!”
Customize with your playground’s
actual milk jug count.

Available in all
standard colors.

Store Front & Bench/Play Shelf
Bench can be set at various heights.
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Talk Tubes

Whisper secret messages between
talk tube stations.
For more information, visit playmart.com

Teleidoscope

Telescope + Kaleidoscope = Teleidoscope
Geometric color extravaganza! Also
available as Spy Tube (clear lens).

Pirate
Openings to frame kid faces & hands.
800-43-PLAYS

Ball Toss

Toss balls or bean bags through the Clown or Panda. Available at ground
level or low-level decks.
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Big Arch

Arch

12’ with Castle Rails. Also available with
Overhead Ladder under bridge. MEGA only.

Peek-A-Boo, Graphic or Castle Rails.

Clatter

Rubber

Inclined or level. With Peek-A-Boo, Picket Inclined or level. With Peek-A-Boo, Picket
or Graphic Rails. For low decks only.
or Graphic Rails. For low decks only.

Wiggle Step

Practice your balance on moving wiggle steps. Freestanding
or attached to playset.
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Overhead Ladder

Freestanding or attached to playset

Turn Rung Ladder

Jog Rung Ladder

| Components
Rung Ladder

Flat Rung Ladder

Turn Ring Ladder

Jog Ring Ladder

Ring Ladder

Dual Ring Ladder

Dual Jog Ring Ladder

OVERHEAD

BRIDGES

| Components

All components on this page:
• MEGA or Mini
• Freestanding or attached to playset
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

All components on this page:
• MEGA or Mini, unless otherwise specified.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

Super Glider

Be king of the jungle! Quiet, smooth ride with
spring- stop at low end. Recommended for 5-12
yrs. Freestanding or attached to playset
For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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| Components

Chute Scrambler

Wide

Turning

Alpine Thunder

Wave

Straight Tunnel

MEGA - 24” Decks, Mini 16”
Decks.

36”-42” Decks

34”-50” Decks

72” Decks
Available in red, yellow, blue, green or tan.

48”-72” Decks

MEGA: 36”-96” Decks
Mini: 36”-72” Decks

SLIDES

| Components
SLIDES

All components on this spread:
• Available freestanding or attached to playset.
• MEGA or Mini, unless otherwise specified.
• Will be sized for appropriate age group.

All Tunnel Slides available with or without Portholes.

Double

Straight

Open Spiral

Reversing Spiral

Right S-Curve Tunnel

Loop Express

32”-62” Decks

24”-60” Decks

65”-73” Decks

60”-68” Decks

56”-64” Decks
Available in Left S-Curve

MEGA only: 88”-120” Decks

Chute
(Mini)
36”-72”
Deck Heights

Star Chute

Choose components to
customize your playset!

(MEGA)

Left Veer (LV)
60”-108”

Straight (STR)
36”-108”

Right Veer (RV)
60”-108”

36”-108”
Deck Heights

S-Left/Right (SNL/SNR)
84”-108”

Left/Right Slalom (SLL/SLR)
108”
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Curve Left/Right (LT/RT)
84”-108”
For more information, visit playmart.com

Stratosphere

Serpentine

MEGA only: 112” Decks

MEGA: 64”-96” Decks
Mini: 64”-72” Decks

800-43-PLAYS
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TM

Pioneer

Oasis and ergo-EcoBench sold
separately.

All motion and exercise in disguise. This center provides
challenging fun and lots of upper body fitness.
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 43’ x 40’

Play-FitTM was designed around one main concept: Children need play to
develop into healthy adults - without it they run a greater risk of obesity and
developmental handicaps. Based on research, it is clear that play is vital for
healthy children. Play-FitTM designs are intended to entice children of all ages
to “get moving” and have a blast through continuous play as they climb, step,
reach, boulder, stretch and swing from one type of play element to the next
while never touching the ground. Play-FitTM keeps kids moving and healthy!

Play-Fit

TM

Play-Fit

Turn Ring Ladder

(8) Butterfly & Mushroom
Stepping Stools

Pikes Peak

Deep Loop Climber

recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 43’ x 35’

Tornado
Super Glider

Wiggle Step Bridge

(4) Wiggle
Steppers

Dual Jog Ring
Racer

Yosemite Climber
Super Glider

(8) Quad Block Steppers

Cyclone and Tornado
The familiar tire swing just jumped to the next level of twirling, swinging fun!
Cyclone: Children cooperate to spin while bouncing on soft-edged, spring-action off-axis platform. The upper chains are
fully coated, smooth and durable for comfort and complete hand grip safety.
Tornado: Three rings for collaborative spinning are aluminum with coating for hand comfort.
Both are available independent
(on RSP A-Frame) or on
connected system (such as
Pioneer above, and left).
Swivels are commercial grade
tire swivels with protective
rubber boot. Pipe ring
symmetrically formed to avoid
contact with horizontal pipe.

(2) Vortex Climbers
(8) Stepping Log Stools
Graduated Balance
Beam Set

Pikes Peak - Without Steppers
Shown with Table, Benches, Bike Rack and Story House
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 38’ x 29’

recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
A-frame safety zone: 40’ x 22’
Top View

Cyclone
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Tornado
For more information, visit playmart.com
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TM

TM

Play-Fit

Play-Fit

All Play-Fit products are recommended for ages
5 through adult, unless otherwise specified.

Triple Rock Wall
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: Zig-Zag - 23’ X 19’,
Straight - 28’ X 14’

Product Name

Straight

Description....
recommended ages: 0-0 yrs
safety zone: 0’ x 0’
minimum surfacing: 0 sq ft

Zig-Zag

Matterhorn
Two challenging climbing experiences.
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 24’ x 19’

Top View

Bubble Wall

Combine two height Bubble Climbers to create climbing walls
of various sizes and shapes. Shown with four Bubble Climbers.
Also available individually attached to a playset. Short Bubble
Climber - 5’ 6” H; Tall Bubble Climber - 7’ 6”H.
Top View

Flagstaff

Triple Chin-up Bar
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: L-Shape 21’ x 18’ (shown above),
Straight 24’ x 14’

(9) 6” x 6” posts with “rock” holds
for climbing
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 15’ x 14’

Rock Tower
(4) 6” x 6” posts with “rock”

Top View
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holds for climbing
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 14’ x 14’

For more information, visit playmart.com

Half Dome

800-43-PLAYS

Three different challenging climbing experiences! Also available without
Vortex Climbers (Castle Rock) or one Vortex Climber (Bear Mountain).
recommended ages: 5-12 yrs
safety zone: 31’ x 20’
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Swings

TM

Play-Fit

Swings (with RSP A-Frame)
Available up to 8 bays (2 swings per bay). Choose seats below. All swing
chain plastisol coated. Add rubber pads to prevent surfacing kick-out.

Tire Seat

Balance Beam
Walk the gang plank and watch
out for alligators! Gain balance
while having a blast. Available
up to 3 connected, graduated or uniform
heights. Also available attached to playset.
Single Beam: 10’L x 4”W x 7” H.
Single Beam safety zone: 22’ x 13’
recommended ages: 2-12 years

Stepping Stools - Octagon, Butterfly, Mushroom or Log
recommended ages: 2-12 years

Stump Walk
recommended ages: 2-12 yrs
safety zone: 21’ x 16’

Belt Seat

Quad Block Steppers

Available individually or in groupings of
varying heights.
recommended ages: 2-12 yrs

Half Bucket Seat

Full Bucket Seat

Adaptive ADA Seat

With or without chain

Heights will be adjusted for appropriate age
group for all products on this page.

T-Swings
Available as Single (2 seats), Double (4 seats) or Triple (6
seats). Heavy-duty pipe. Choose seats above. All swing
chain plastisol coated.

Galapagos
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A Preschool climbing haven of multiple stepping,
climbing, socializing and imagination.
recommended ages: 2-12 yrs
safety zone: 20’ x 17’
dimensions: 8’L x 5’W x 3.6’H
milk jugs recycled: 7,924
Top View

800-43-PLAYS

Bar height adjusted for appropriate age group.
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Musical Play

Musical Play

Tuned Drums

These five tuned hand drums are made with replaceable plastic heads ranging from six inches to fifteen inches in diameter. Available either on a Stand (angling the drums toward the young percussionist) or Upright either In-Ground or Surface
Mount. Available in Elementary/Adult (41.5”H), Toddler/Preschool (34.5”H) or Infant/Pretoddler (30”H) sizes. Standard Colors:
Primary Rainbow with molded caps in Red, Purple, Blue, Yellow and Moss – or – all green drum bodies with molded caps in
Yellow, Blue, Moss, or Taupe.

Duet

Combines keys of aluminum and fiberglass to enhance the
playing experience. Enjoy both sounds of delight and rhythm
at the same time or enjoy playing with someone and share
the experience. Available in Red only.

Manta Ray

The Manta Ray is an elegant anodized aluminum metallophone with a non-rusting steel frame. The individual
chime tubes are suspended by nylon coated stainless
steel cable. The same scale is mirrored to the right and
left sides. The range is two octaves and a fifth, the scale
is C major. Playing this instrument is a delight

Imbarimba

This unique musical design combines the elements of two
classic African instruments: the marimba (a resonated xylophone) and the kalimba (a thumb piano). These notes are
arranged in the layout of the kalimba with long bars in the
middle and short bars on the ends. This allows both hands
equal access to the upper and lower notes. Also available
portable (stand sold separately). Standard Color: Yellow

Pagoda Bells

Reminiscent of the architecture of the Orient, the Pagoda
is a vertical array of bells that provide lush tones of long
duration. Durable and completely maintenance-free, the
Pagoda Bells are a calming addition to any outdoor setting.
As a park or garden ornament, or as an engaging piece of
interactive urban art, this instrument rings with blended
tones, focusing attention on any outdoor setting.
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Yantzee

The low notes of the Yantzee create a rich canvas of sound
for the other melodic instruments to play over. The individual
notes are made with two and a half inch aluminum bars that
are resonated by three inch diameter tubes ranging from
one foot to two and a half feet long. These low tones have
remarkable projection for their size. Standard Color: Blue

For more information, visit playmart.com

Contrabass Chimes

Chime Swirl

Tones are pure, soothing and never go out of tune. Ideal for
music therapy and community music projects. The twentysix chimes are made of durable, resonated anodized aluminum and range from soprano to alto, in the key of C major
and A minor, tuned to the pentatonic scale. The instrument
can be wall mounted. The Swirl’s warm vibrant tone comes
from individual resonators made of impact-resistant ABS
material. Standard Color: Orange

Stunning in both their towering appearance and low resonant sound, these seven chimes are pitched one octave below
middle C. The chimes range in height from seven to nine feet.
They are made of four inch diameter heavy duty anodized
aluminum tube and can be installed in a horseshoe shape to
enable the player to experience a surround sound effect.

Pegasus

The aluminium bars of the Pegasus give an incredibly resonant and
sustained sound that both adults and children find enchanting.
The Pegasus is a hefty metallophone made with twenty-three
resonated aluminum bars in the key of C major and A minor.
The instrument can be wall mounted or set on a sturdy stand.
Standard Color : Sky Blue
800-43-PLAYS
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Site Amenities

Site Amenities

Storage Shed

Made with RSPTM (Recycled Structural Plastic)
framing and roof purlins, recycled EcoColorTM
plastic (HDPE) sheathing for truss and siding,
2 front non-opening windows, optional side
windows, shelving and a double primed door
(to be painted after installed). Framing Options:
RSPTM or Wood frame inside / RSPTM outside.
(Wood only available in the USA). 10’ x 10’ Shown.
Also available in 10’ x 12’ and 10’ x 16’ Sizes.

Drama Deck

Accessible stage for outdoor theater for players of all ages and abilities. Filtered shade with the optional trellis or
full shade with optional roof. Also available without ramp or roof.

4FT Storage Bench

6FT Storage Bench

Storage Bench

Waterproof storage and seating solution. Protects stored toys, branches or even craft projects from the weather. The
bench lid has hydraulic hinges to make lifting and closing the lid easy, as well as protect small hands and fingers from
getting smashed. Dimensions are 48” or 72”L x 16”W x 14” H.

Raised Garden Bed with
Collapsible Spacing Grid
Chime Panel
(Mini)

Upright Storage
Cabinet

4’ Long x 2’ Deep x 6’ High
Locking handle. Stainless
Steel Hinge and hardware.

Roof is solid. Shown semitransparent for viewing only.
Magnetic Chalkboard (4’)
Duet Musical Instrument

Gazebo with Hex Roof

Solid roof for sheltered outdoor classroom settings. Includes 3 attached benches. Add optional
attached Chime Panel, Magnetic Chalkboard or Paint Panel. Combine with Water, Sand, Music and
Gardening items to complete your site.
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See our early childhood “Nature of Early Play” catalog or visit www.playmart.com to view the full product line.

Storage Cabinet

6’Long x 2’ Deep x 3’ High
800-43-PLAYS
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6’ Ergo-EcoBench - custom engraving and Side-arms optional.

4’ Ergo-EcoBench.

Custom Project Sign

Ergo-EcoBenchTM (6’ and 4’ - Adult Size)

Play Mart’s exclusive Ergo-EcoBenchTM is the ultimate in luxurious
outdoor seating. Modeled after ergonomically-minded office
furniture, the bench provides superb lumbar support. According
to many “testers”, this is the bench that “fits all rears!” High seatback allows backs to fully relax. Parents and care-givers will enjoy
relaxing in the shade during recess time on the Ergo-EcoBenchTM
with Roof. Optional Side-arms with cup holders only complete
the luxury of this oh-so-comfortable bench. You have to try it to
believe it. 4’ and 6’ Ergo-Eco Kid’s Bench available for ages 2-5.

Trash Receptacle RSP Picket

Trash Receptacle Color Plastic

Includes removable liner
for easy-cleaning.

Also available shorter
for 2-5 years.

Site Amenities

Site Amenities

Safety / Age Sign
Playset age group designation
signage included with every
playground. Includes basic safeplay rules. Tan/Brown, attached
to 4”x 4” RSP post.

Can include site name, age group
designation and recycled content of
playground! Available with or without 4”x 4” RSP post.

Kids Only Plank Sign

6’ Picnic Table

Custom engraving on top of seat back.

Goofy “wood-plank” look sign
goes well with Plank Rails. See
the Wonky Treehouse Playset
on page 22.

Seats up to 6 adults.
72”L x 30”H

Ergo-EcoBench with Roof
The same bench as our 4’ or 6’ Ergo-EcoBenches
above with a shade-roof! 6’ Bench shown.

4’ Elementary Picnic Table
48”L x 24” H.

Flat Bench

Available in 4’ or 6’ Lengths (4’ shown). Top boards 2”x2”.
Installation options: In-ground or Surface-mount.

Bike Racks

Can be installed surface-mount or in-ground. 1, 3, or 5 Loop Racks available in
Heavy Duty (2-3/8”) pipe or Light (1 5/8”) pipe. Powder coated with heavy-duty,
textured SureGripTM poly-coating available in black, green, tan, blue, red. Also
available in brown and yellow (not SureGripTM).

1 Loop Bike Rack

Holds up to 3 bikes. Shown in Light
Pipe, Surface-Mount.
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3 Loop Bike Rack

Holds up to 5 bikes. Shown in HeavyDuty Pipe, Surface-Mount.

5 Loop Bike Rack

Holds up to 7 bikes. Show in Heavy-duty
Pipe, Surface-Mount.
For more information, visit playmart.com

All RSPTM tables and benches are:
• Colors as shown.
• Come with appropriate hardware for your
specified installation - anchor, surface mount, etc.
7’ Accessible Picnic Table
• Made from heavy-duty, easy-clean, vandalresistant RSPTM.
Seats 7 including wheelchair accessible extension. Shade umbrella
hole optional. 84”L x 30”H.

5’ Accessible Elementary Picnic Table
800-43-PLAYS

Also available (not shown) 5’L x 24” H.
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Site Amenities

Site
Site Amenities
Amenities

Raised Garden Bed
Wanting to reconnect young children with nature? Try this Raised
Garden Bed sized for young ones to get their hands messy and learn
about growing veggies, flowers or simply how dirt feels! Perfect for
outdoor applications (although great indoors too!). Available with or
without bottom. 2’W x 1’H x 4’L

RSPTM Planters

Made from our exclusive RSPTM (Recycled Structural Plastic)
lumber manufactured in-house. Available in standard 48” or 72”
lengths. 24” W x 10.5”H. Other sizes available.

Square Foot Gardening Grid
Reusable collapsible planting grid helps separate plants for correct
spacing. Collapses for easy storage and reuse. Made from solid
recycled plastic and stainless steel hardware.

Round Planter

Half Moon Planter

Full circular planter.
Half-circular planter.
No Bottom. Standard Molded Plastic Colors Available.

Octagon Bench
Creates shaded seating around a tree.

Planter - 2’ Cube
Garden in small areas, or accent landscaping
with heavy-duty recycled plastic planters.

ModBox
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Dimensions: 24”L x 8”W x 8”H or 24”L X 12”W X 12”H or 48”L x
12”W x 12”H. In addition to plants, they can become storage for
loose parts, portable sandboxes, turned upside down for a table,
stage, train, etc.
For more information, visit playmart.com

Adult Farmer’s Market Tables

800-43-PLAYS

8’L x 4’W x 3’H. Combine with our early childhood
4-Post Farmer’s Market, Garden Beds and other site
amenities for a complete Farmer’s Market setup.
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Finishing

Finishing

CPSC Public Playground Safety Handbook 2.4 Surfacing Recommendations:
The surfacing under and around playground
equipment is one of the most important
factors in reducing the likelihood of lifethreatening head injuries. A fall onto a shock
absorbing surface is less likely to cause a
serious head injury than a fall onto a hard
surface. However, some injuries from falls,
including broken limbs, may occur no matter
what playground surfacing material is used.

Surfacing - Loose Fill

Actual surfacing depths and fall heights must be confirmed with supplier.

Loose-fill surfacing materials require special maintenance and refilling to maintain appropriate,
even fall-height depth requirements.

Engineered Wood Fiber: Organic (compostable) material. Most economical
choice. Requires containment border and weed-control fabric.

Loose Fill Rubber: Recycled rubber. Will not rot, fade, or float away. Needs
containment border. Many color options available. Versatile product that can be
used for play use zones and mulch for planter boxes or garden beds.

Shade Structures
The National Program for Playground Safety recommends: “Include shade covering in the design of
playground equipment and recreational areas.” Some states require a percentage of the playground
be shaded. Check for your state’s requirements. Play Mart offers a wide selection of Shade
coverings. Visit www.playmart.com or ask your Play Mart Distributor for options.

Surfacing - Unitary

Unitary Rubber (Poured-In-Place): Recycled EDPM rubber mixed and poured

on site into optional custom designs and colors. Durable, porous, many color choices.
Sub-surface must be concrete, asphalt or compacted stone. Good choice for accessible
pathways.

Installation

Play tiles: Factory molded interlocking tiles. Durable with several color choices.

Customers may choose from these options:
• Certified Play Mart Installations - Ask for a quote from your
local Play Mart sales representative. Our professional installation
crews are trained, certified and experienced.
• Supervised Installations by a Certified Play Mart Installer
are available. Ask for a quote from your local Play Mart sales
representative.

In-ground: Most equipment can be installed in-ground with

Sub-surface must be concrete, asphalt or compacted stone. No borders required. Low
maintenance.

Turf: Polyethylene turf fibers and optional rubber in-fill. Sub-surface must be

concrete, asphalt, compacted stone or excavated earth. Invitingly green, soft texture
resembling real grass.

Borders
RSPTM: Recycled Structural PlasticTM borders are made from the same heavy-

concreted posts unless otherwise stated.
Surface-Mount: Most equipment can be surface mounted to a
concrete pad of sufficient depth with appropriate brackets unless
otherwise stated. Brackets are an additional cost.

duty lumber with which we manufacture our playground equipment - 100%
recycled post-consumer HDPE plastic. Smooth, rounded corners. Never rots or
decays, cleans easily, low-maintenance. Secures easily with metal spike. Available
in Tan or Brown.

Molded Plastic Timber: Made from polyethylene and are durable, yet

lightweight. Will not rot, decay, or splinter. Rounded corners and no sharp edges.
Secures with metal spike. Available in Black only.

Shipping

Playsets and all large orders will ship by full or partial truck load. Your local sales representative will
include shipping with your product quote.
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Rubber Curb: Made from recycled rubber tires. Flexible with rounded edges:

smooth and seamless, no splintering, warping or discoloration, low maintenance.
Simple installation - secures with metal spike. Available in Brown only.

800-43-PLAYS

Ask your representative for more surfacing and border options and manufacturer-specific details.
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a safe, friendly playground environment in order to
reduce playground injuries.

Check for vandalism or debris
especially after heavy-use
events or inclement weather.

Commercial Warranty

Standing behind our equipment since 1981!
LIMITED LIFETIME on RSPTM VERTICAL POSTS and ECO COLORTM PLASTIC PRODUCTS under normal use and with
proper maintenance as required by Play Mart, against structural failure due to deterioration or weathering; not
subjected to vandalism, negligence or acts of God.

Warranty

Maintenance

It is up to you and your community to maintain

15 YEAR WARRANTY on STEEL and STAINLESS STEEL COMPONENTS and STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE under normal
use and with maintenance as required by Play Mart, against structural failure due to corrosion, deterioration or
weathering; not subjected to vandalism, negligence or acts of God.
10 YEAR WARRANTY on POLYETHYLENE ROTO-MOLDED PRODUCTS, RSPTM COMPONENTS and PARTS not already listed,
RSPTM BORDERS under normal use and with maintenance as required by Play Mart, against structural failure due to
deterioration or weathering; not subjected to vandalism, negligence or acts of God.
1 YEAR WARRANTY on MOVING PARTS and all other MATERIALS not mentioned above under normal use and proper
maintenance against structural failure due to corrosion, deterioration, weathering or manufacturing defects; not
subjected to vandalism, negligence or acts of God.

Detailed inspections should give special
attention to moving parts and loose fill
surfacing which can be displaced during play.

Inadequate maintenance of equipment is a common cause of injuries on
playgrounds.
The safety of playground equipment depends on good inspections and systematic, routine
maintenance. It is advisable for personnel who will implement the inspections to be trained
through a program like the National Recreation and Park Association’s “Certification Course for
Playground Safety Inspectors”.
The quality of playground supervision depends on the supervisor’s knowledge of safe play
behavior. Play Mart includes with each Owner’s Manual a copy of the US Consumer Product Safety
Commissions’s Guidelines as a resource for your supervisors and inspectors.
Play Mart’s staff of Certified Playground Inspectors have developed check lists and
recommended inspection schedules to help our customers develop thorough and effective
maintenance programs. These guidelines include a High Frequency Checklist for potential problems
to be performed daily or weekly and a Low Frequency Maintenance Schedule for monthly or
quarterly inspections. Records of all maintenance inspections and repairs should be retained,
signed, dated and filed. Maintenance documentation will be required for warranty claims, and
Play Mart may refuse a claim if it is clear that the playset has not been maintained according to
our recommended maintenance instructions and/or schedule.
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The above mentioned warranties do not include cosmetic issues, scratches, dents, marring, moderate warping, fading
or discoloration. Damage resulting from normal wear and tear, vandalism, misuse, negligence, accidents or acts of God
are not covered by this warranty. Products damaged in the shipping process must be notated on the Bill of Lading and
will be processed through a Freight Claim.
Upon submission of the Customer Service Form notifying Play Mart of a defective part, the claim will be processed and
the repair or replacement part(s) covered by the above warranties will be shipped. Labor or the cost of labor for the
removal of the defective part or parts and the installation of any replacement part or parts is not included. Shipping
costs are not covered after the first year on warranty parts. Warranty commences on date of Seller’s invoice.
The above warranties are valid only if:
• Original structures were installed by a Play Mart Certified Installer identified on Warranty Registration.
• The structures were erected in conformity with the layout plan and/or installation instructions provided by Play Mart.
• Warranty Registration was completed, signed by Owner and Certified Play Mart installer and forwarded to Play Mart.
• Routine Maintenance Inspections at regular intervals have been performed and documented. Customer may use their
own forms, although these must include at least all recommended maintenance items shown on Play Mart’s forms.
Play Mart approved forms are provided in Maintenance Kit included with equipment. See www.playmart.com for
maintenance forms or contact your installer.
• The structures have not been subjected to the addition or substitution of parts; and have not been modified,
altered, or repaired by persons other than Play Mart or Play Mart’s designees in cooperation with a Certified Play
Mart Installer.
Moving equipment voids warranty. If product ownership is transferred, previous and ongoing maintenance documents
should be kept on file.
Restocking: Play Mart may choose to restock play equipment in reusable condition for a 20% restocking fee plus shipping
costs.
THIS WARRANTY APPLIES ONLY TO PLAY MART’S COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT, AND DOES NOT APPLY TO ANY PLAY
MART PRODUCTS CONSIDERED TO BE PART OF THE “NATURE OF EARLY PLAY” LINE OF EQUIPMENT.
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, THIS WARRANTY AND THE REMEDIES SET FORTH ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES,
REMEDIES AND CONDITIONS, WHETHER ORAL, WRITTEN, STATUTORY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. PLAY MART DISCLAIMS ALL STATUTORY AND
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
WARRANTIES AGAINST HIDDEN OR LATENT DEFECTS, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW. IN SO FAR AS SUCH WARRANTIES CANNOT BE
DISCLAIMED, PLAY MART LIMITS THE DURATION AND REMEDIES OF SUCH WARRANTIES TO ONE YEAR. IF THE APPLICABLE JURISDICTION DOES NOT
ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY MAY LAST, THE LIMITATION DESCRIBED ABOVE MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
Effective August 1, 2015

For more information, visit playmart.com

800-43-PLAYS
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Bay

EcoColorTM & Metal

Tan

Red

Yellow

Green

Brown

Tan

White

Maroon

(Metal only)

Molded Plastic

Maroon

White

Blue

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Spring
Green

Silver

Blue

Sky
Blue

Purple

Terra
Cotta

Tan

(Metal only)

Colors

Colors

RSPTM

Park

Custom color schemes available upon request.

EcoColor Plastic

Molded Plastic

Metal

Cassy

EcoColor Plastic

Balloon

Molded Plastic

Metal

Desert

EcoColor Plastic
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Primary

EcoColor Plastic

Molded Plastic

Metal

Patriot

Molded Plastic

Metal

Fall

EcoColor Plastic

EcoColor Plastic

EcoColor Plastic

Molded Plastic

Metal

Metal

EcoColor Plastic

Molded Plastic

Metal

Molded Plastic

Metal

For more information, visit playmart.com

EcoColor Plastic
800-43-PLAYS

EcoColor Plastic

Molded Plastic

Metal

Molded Plastic

Metal

Molded Plastic

Metal

Sea

Molded Plastic

Metal

Maroon

EcoColor Plastic

Metal

Summer

Sahara

Natural

Molded Plastic

EcoColor Plastic

Molded Plastic

EcoColor Plastic

Winter

Molded Plastic

Metal

EcoColor Plastic
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Play Mart, Inc.

170 Allens Way
Somerset, KY 42501
(800) 43-PLAYS
Visit www.playmart.com
to find your local distributor.

Recovering yesterday’s plastics for today’s play™

Printed in the USA, using recycled materials.
After use, please recycle or pass along this catalog.
a Copyright 2015, Play Mart, Inc.
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